LESCO proudly introduces the newest addition to its growing line of turf maintenance equipment – the LESCO Fairway Mower.

Using only the finest American-made steel and advanced manufacturing, heat treating and plating processes, LESCO builds in the quality needed to provide years of dependable service. The LESCO Fairway Mower features simple bedknife-to-reel adjustment, heavy-duty welds and precision-hobbed ductile iron gears.

To best suit your needs, LESCO offers its new fairway unit with a five, six or ten-blade reel. The mowers can be grouped on a five, seven or nine-gang frame – all available from LESCO. And because LESCO manufactures and sells direct to the user, there are no distributors or middlemen to increase costs.

Outstanding quality and performance make this new mower perfect for use on golf course fairways; park and recreational land; corporate and industrial sites; sod fields and other large turfgrass areas. Ease of operation, simple maintenance and economical mowing are just three of the many benefits you will realize with the LESCO Fairway Mower.

For years of beautiful mowing and reliable operation, choose the new gang in town. It won’t let you down.

Our price is $895 for the six-blade unit . . . less wheels. Excellent pricing is also available on the five-blade and ten-blade models, the wheels and the frames.

For more information about this newest piece of equipment from LESCO, we invite you to contact your LESCO salesman or give us a call toll free. When you call, ask for Jeff Mack. He’s our equipment product manager and can help answer any questions you might have.
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